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When our kids were tiny here in Sydney Australia, they attended a little Rudolf
Steiner school, which was nestled in an idyllic rural setting. You could almost see
the bush fairies dancing about the place, as the children noisily played on the
boulders or on the rope bridge. It seemed to me that the school was perfect for our
young ones. *

They used to pray a child’s prayer that I believe is perfect for Earth hour. I would love
to share it with you…let me set the mood.

Internationally these kinds of schools roughly share the same curriculum, which has
it’s grounding in Rudolf Steiner’s beliefs in Spirit, art, learning and the body. The
children learn through example, and also through play. Fear based learning is not
part of the curriculum and therefore there are many activities that seem, from the
outside world rather magical, that are not seen in a classical curriculum or regular
schools. This form of education is not just about the three “Rs” (reading, (w)riting
and (a)rithmetic) , but it is about observation and experiencing through, what life has
to offer. Story telling, art and dance, play a big role in learning. There was always
music wafting though the play ground, whilst the children learned songs that
assisted their education. As an onlooker it was a wonderland of fertile souls who
mostly seemed stimulated by all of the integrated life skills that they learned.

In KINDERGARTEN(!) the children hiked in the Australian bush, no holds barred!
There were definitely bull ants and other creepy crawlies including snakes, lizards
and spiders that we could encounter on these mini adventures! As a parent-helper
on these walks I always kept my own personal fears and worries at bay, though I
assure you they were ever present. If you have ever been bitten by a bull ant, you
know that it can really hurt and five and six year olds really would hate this
experience. The children seemed to have magical supporters protecting them and
guiding them on these hikes so insect bites were few and far between but the
singing and the laughter was ever present. Bush walking was an incredible event for
our children as they continually connected to the earth in a way that most city kids
don’t get to experience.

Just imagine what would occur if all of our children were given the opportunity to
bush walk every Friday for sport. It would be Earth Hour weekly! The change in our
children would be obvious as our planet blossomed under their trusteeship.

These many Friday walks not only taught our kids experientially about the earth and
nature, but it also taught them about perseverance bravery and natural beauty.
When the children started knitting I was interested that suddenly the kids learned
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about goals, outcomes and counting. As the children began to cook they learned not
only about names of fruits and veggies, but nutrition, measuring and cooking. An
unexpected wild storm taught our children that branches can fall down from large
old trees but that they could build forts with twigs and branches and play for hours
whist cleaning the playground. It was wondrous to witness these children in action,
learning and playing were one and the same. Once again a form of earth hour
ensued with these kids connecting to the flow and movement of our earth.

These times for my young family were delightful and magical. As a family unit we
learned and created foundations that have affected us all 17 plus years later.

Some of what we experienced germinated slowly but has now created many
harvests for all of us. My eldest daughter was a fine story teller as a little one, this
has now translated into an adult who not only acts but is a brilliant script writer. The
‘love of story’ and acting are things she learned first a her little school. Ondine our
youngest, is a dancer and beautiful writer and humanitarian. She looks at her time at
a Steiner school as a time of joy, safety and grounding in her views of mother earth
and life. She used to look up at the bird life, hold the lizards and wonder at all the
animals and insects that were part of her bush Steiner school. Both daughters now
have a way of looking at the world and the planet with deep compassion and
understanding. The grounding began for them in this natural environment.

Each year brought a new and harder activity for the children to tackle. One year they
grew food which they would grow from seedlings to maturity, harvest and then they
would eat the food! Here is where the prayer for our earth really took on a real
connectivity for all the children.

They first dug out a big patch of earth, then they removed rocks weeds or whatever
to prepare the plot for the seedlings. Next they added hay and other compost so the
soil was rich and ready. The plants would grow and the children would give the
parents updates on how big the plants now were. It was an active time of connection
to the earth, plants and food. The day of harvest was so exciting and wonderful; it
was truly an event that we all excitedly partook in.

One of the other things the children did was learn a kind of prayer which they loved
and even brought home to share with us before every meal.

It went like this… “Blessings on the flowers, blessings on our fruit, blessings on the
roots and stems and blessings on our food. Blessings on our meal”. This prayer
would prompt many discussions on which ‘part’ of the food that they were eating or
where the food came from and who the farmer may have been and who the truck
driver who brought us our food was. Often times this special prayer ended up in the
love of the earth and the Spirit of the earth and Spirit. Sometimes we might begin our
meal with an Native American children’s song-
**The earth is our mother, we must take care of her
The earth is our mother, we must take care of her
Hey yunga, ho yunga, hey yung, yung
Hey yunga, ho yunga, hey yung, yung



(Her sacred ground we walk upon, with every step we take)

(The sky is our father, we must take care of him)

(His sacred air we breathe it in, with every breath we take)”

Our family dinner table, often included singing and hearty conversation with our
children preferring our family discussions over the TV, always.

I believe that our children’s education brought our family a tactile connection to
nature through bush walking, growing food and even through the prayers that they
recited daily. It ‘rooted’ the love of the earth for them. Our kids experienced a great
desire to truly know the earth.

This love and connectivity has taken us to wonderful places globally where the earth
shows itself as big and bold, magical and extraordinary … We have witnessed
Hawaiian Volcanoes, spewing lava as the Island grows and changes before our
eyes or conversely the Humboldt old growth Sequoia forests of California, who’s
trees stand like massive sky scrapers shadowing the sun. We have seen and
walked in the great mountains and cliffs of the ‘Pyrenees’ in France and been with
the red magnificent Mesa’s of Arizona. These are examples of the majesty of our
mother Earth. Seeing earth like this can humble and soften most humans, as we
connect to the constant of our mother, Earth Gaia. She has so much to offer
regardless of who we are, she is present, giving and impersonal.

“The Earth is our mother we must take care of her.” So for Earth hour…I offer this
humble, child’s prayer and our little song. “Bless our Earth, Bless our roots and
stems, bless our fruit…” “the Earth is our Mother we must take care of her.”

Maybe it is time you make a new prayer of thanksgiving to our Earth, Let our Earth
have a ‘voice’ in the daily activities of our lives so that we can connect regularly to
her. Perhaps you can start a tradition of turning off the TV, radio, phones and
computer every day while you share a meal with your beloveds; spend a second or
two thanking the animals and our Earth and watch your world grow and glow.

Many thanks for allowing me to share once again with you.
May Light prevail!



Gefällt mir

Bless the Earth.

Sanna

*In the US these schools are called a Waldorf schools

** it is possible that this song may not be Indigenous American Indian, though we
thought it was, and if it is not please forgive my ignorance. It was not meant in any
disrespect for the traditional custodians of the Americans.
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